LETTER OF MUNICIPAL SIGNIFICANCE REQUEST.
SPECIAL OCCASION PERMIT.

To: City Clerk office. Markham Municipal.
Event Venue: Markham Fairground.

To whom it may concern: Dear Sir or Madam,

Rising Star Promotion LLC. is hosting an event called 1st Annual "DIVERSITY COMMUNITY CULTURAL FESTIVAL" (DCCF) on September 14th 2019. from 3pm to 12pm. at Markham Fairground 10801 McCowan Road L3p3j3. Toronto Canada. expectancy is 2800 people at the event. confirmation contact is Valerie selva. 905-642-3247 Ex250. (Manager).

This event will be held inside the Markham fairground.
The purpose for the Diversity Cultural community Festival is to raise awareness of the importance of bringing everyone together, promoting different Cultural uniqueness, caring and unified for all people.

Our aim to ensure everyone in the community regardless of age, gender, nationality and social economic class, people may not always interact with different cultures, but everyone can enjoy the celebration of diversity through food, music, colorful Art and craft fashion on show. The event is accessible to those with additional needs. Side by Side, its possible.

e we are inviting local artist, including local creative talented youths, Retired musical folks, local country musical folks to come and jam and promote their talent, shine their instruments and bring them back alive again.

As I myself in the medical field, we are involving the local health integration network (LHIN) to participate on setting a Tent Booth to promote education on Diabetes, yearly Mammogram check up, heart disease and healthy foods diet. we also setting up aside for Donations of clothes, shoes to help with local community in needs.

we are inviting local businesses' to promote and boost their business both insight and off sight spending related to visitors stop at local gas station, souvenirs shops, restaurants and hotels stay overnight.

Furthermore we are working diligently and well informed the department of fire building and health, local police, officer Patrick Gros of Markham police dept. Mrs Shitra of Markham municipal clerk. the event will also be supervised by the licensed security guards.

Our 1st year Diversity cultural community festival will be supporting a local charity to raise money for breast cancer society of Canada. Sick kid foundation of Canada. in this year effort will be making a responsible and regulated alcohol in the event strictly serve for adult over 19 years of age. Monitor alcohol consumption at the premises.

Markham fairground management will be providing house keeping, cleaning and disposable plastic and waste to the assign area to ensure surrounding area remain safe, clean and secure for the people.

Please Contact me if you have any question.
sincerely regards
Kola Onabajo
Diversity Community Cultural Festival Organizer Rising Star promotion